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Zodiac XL airplane and kit featured in
GO! transportation book from DK Publishing.
Hardcover; 11.75 x 7.87 in; 240 pages.
ISBN 9780756622244; 18 Sep 2006
Dorling Kindersley; $26.99.

The ZODIAC XL aircraft kit is prominently featured in a new book from DK Publishing titled
"GO! The Whole World of Transportation." The 240-page full-color book features great
photography and illustrations that take the reader on an amazing visual journey through all major
modes of transportation (air, water and land). Technology is explained, and exploded anatomies of
selected vehicles show just how complex - or simple - their mechanics are. The ZODIAC XL kit
aircraft is featured in a visually stunning foldout poster, with all the kit components laid-out and
labeled, right down to the smallest items such as the Avex blind rivets or cotter pins.

"We're pleased that the editors chose to include kit airplanes in this comprehensive book on
transportation, and of course we're thrilled that they picked our Zodiac XL as the airplane to feature,"
stated Sebastien Heintz, president of Zenith Aircraft Company, which manufactures the Zodiac XL
kit in Mexico, Missouri. A stock Zodiac XL Quick-Build Kit was used for the photo montage, with the
pre-formed aluminum parts and sub-assemblies laid out for the illustration of what a light aircraft is
made up of.
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The popular Zodiac XL is an all-metal two-seat light aircraft designed by veteran aeronautical
engineer Chris Heintz, and can be built from plans-only, complete or component kits, as well as from
the popular Quick-Build Kit in just a few hundred hours. A factory-assembled Light-Sport Aircraft (SLSA) version is also available from Aircraft Manufacturing and Development (AMD) of Eastman,
Georgia.
With its superb photo illustrations and informative facts and information, this new hardcover book
makes an interesting read to the young and old alike, especially if you’re a fan of the popular Zodiac
XL kit aircraft. The book makes a great gift for the holidays and is now available nationwide.
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